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Nail Studio
Our Nail Studio treatments are carried out with sought after luxury
products that are safe and free of harmful substances combined with
expert techniques that will leave your hands and feet healthy,
hydrated and beautiful.

The Natural
Essential conditioning manicure or pedicure designed to significantly soften the ridges and
enhance the natural color and shine of the nails without the use of any nail polish.
The Classic
A thorough manicure utilizing non harmful classic polish that gives a unique and uniform
color with long lasting gloss. Indulge in this experience and revitalize your nails with this
quick and gorgeous makeover.
The French
Treat yourself to this eternally classic yet graceful and elegant manicure or pedicure with a
natural looking base and winter white tips. Can be done both in classic polishes or gel
ones.
The Classic Gel
Achieve an impeccable and brilliant color with a unique gel polish and a gummy base
formulation that help your nails resist getting chipped and keep them strong and healthy.
The result is an impeccable manicure or pedicure that lasts undoubtedly longer.
The Acrygel
A gorgeous nail reconstruction treatment that combines the best characteristics of
acrylics and traditional gels resulting in strong, flexible and natural looking nails. This
treatment is available either as a strengthening cure or as an extension.
Ultra Luxury Gold Enrichment

An ultra-luxury treatment that commences with a unique golden jelly scrub abundant with
natural components to regenerate the skin, followed by a golden gel mask created
specifically with white truffle active ingredients to fight the signs of aging. This treatment is
particularly recommended for gel manicures and pedicures as it is also structured to
ensure protection from UV rays and guarantees an excellent level of hydration.
An opulent enhancement that is a must have for any occasion.
The Express Services
Shape and Polish

Gel Removal

Shape and Gel Polish

Acrylic Removal

Shape and Gel French Polish

Nail Repair
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